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4

Abstract5

In a radio link two different or identical antennas are used each one performing a different6

role. For electromagnetic compatibility activities the receiving antenna factor is of paramount7

importance in order to measure the incoming spurious power density or electric field of any8

electrical or electronic device. Calculations as well measurements are performed to achieve9

this task using traditional equations and antenna software to get quick and simple results.10

Power transmission loss (Friis Equation) is only valid in free space as a general belief but in11

this paper it is proven that this principle is valid also for radio links over perfect ground [16],12

[17]. This statement permits the exclusion of any artificial factor to achieve the radio link13

power budget and power reciprocity principle [12], [21]. This fact takes into account the lack14

of losses in the natural space between both antennas as well in the perfect ground plane. At15

the same time, over perfect ground the total EM energy is travelling in a straight line16

connecting the transmitting (Tx) antenna radiation center and the center of the receiving (Rx)17

antenna, exactly like a radio link in free space, [16]. In order to improve the antenna factor18

calculation and calibration the procedure analizes all the parameters at any height of the Rx19

antenna for a fixed height of the Tx antenna at not only the maximum radiation over perfect20

flat ground plane. Result is achieved by a metallic ground plane where the conductivity is21

higher than 107S/m, so the reflexion coefficient module is exactly one.22

23

Index terms— antenna factor, antenna gain, effective area, effective length, perfect ground plane, free space,24
half-wave dipole antenna.25

1 Introduction26

Author: e-mail: vtrainotti@fi.uba.ar II.27

2 Calculation28

This condition is obtained when the wave impedance Z w achieves the value of Z w = Z oo = 120 ? ? = 37729
(?). The wave impedance is the relation between the electric and magnetic fields. Also, over perfect ground it30
depends, on the transmitting antenna radiation pattern elevation angle ? L and distance r over ground between31
both antennas. This condition is not achieved at a fixed distance r but at a different distance depending by the32
corresponding radiation at any angle ? L . This condition is achieved at a shorter distance r when the maximum33
radiation is obtained by the transmitting antenna. r is the distance along a straight line of an elevation angle ? L34
departing from the ground plane shown in Figure 1. This point is the radiation phase center of the transmitting35
antenna. This distance r is not obtained by a simple task but nowaday it can be determined by an antenna36
software [13]. This way the far field condition can be obtained and verifying it if at standard distances r the task37
is fulfilled [17]. At the same time, it is important to know that the wave power density flows in space travelling38
along the r straight line between the radio link antennas [16]. In the radio link in free space the distance r’39
is exactly equal to the distance r if both antennas are identical. The transmitting antenna works over perfect40
ground with its image under ground and constitutes an array of two elements ??2]. Its radiation pattern depends41
on the separation S between them, exactly like a two element array works in free space. For this reason for42
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2 CALCULATION

horizontal polarization the maximum radiation has an elevation angle ? L according to this separation S or its43
height over ground H T and a null of power density on the perfect ground. Over ground this separacion is S = 244
H T . Figure 1 shows a sketch of a transmitting antenna over perfect ground. Rx antenna receives the EM waves45
from the actual antenna and its image and it delivers the received power on only its load resistance R L and no46
EM waves are received on its image. This statement is very important. This way the Rx antenna in its receiving47
role is working like in free space even if it is working over perfect ground ??2], [3], [17].48

The transmitting antenna (half-wave dipole) has a radiation pattern over perfect ground permitting to calculate49
its gain G T (dBi) for horizontal polarization. The original Dr. Kraus electric field gain equation over perfect50
ground is being updated to provide the power gain in dBi as a function of antenna height H T for various elevation51
angles ? L of the radiating element, to be [2]:52

In a radio link over perfect ground traditionally two antennas are used for calibration of antenna factors.53
Independent of distance parameters of a receiving antenna are the effective length L eR or effective height H eR54
as well the antenna factor AF (dB/m). These specific parameters depend only on the current distribution along55
the antenna physical structure. Other parameters like effective area A e and gain g are strongly dependent of56
the antenna location and precisely in the free space far field over ground.57

Abstract-In a radio link two different or identical antennas areG T = 10 log[F (2( sin(? H T sin? L ))) 2 ] +58
2.15 [dBi] (1)59

Where:60
2.15dBi is the half wave dipole antenna gain over an isotropic source in dB.61
F is a factor taking into account the radiation resistance in free space and over perfect ground, or:F = R a(F62

F ) R a(OG) (2) R a(OG) = R a(F F ) ± R m [?](3)63
R a(F F ) Tx antenna radiation resistance in free space. R a(OG) Tx antenna radiation resistance over perfect64

ground. R m is the mutual resistance between Tx antenna and its image.? is the space phase constant [Rad/m]65
or [ ? /m].66

H T is the transmitting antenna height over perfect ground ??m]. ? L is the elevation angle over ground from67
the array center phase located in the ground plane. r is the distance between the array phase center and the68
receiving antenna center over ground. 0.9 ? F ? 1.1f orH T ? ? You may use this simple equation to calculate the69
gain radiation pattern of a very thin half wave dipole antenna at any height H T and obtain the far field gain.70
However, for more data result for this antenna at any frequency the aid of a software program will help reduce71
the tediousness of individual calculation to generate the radio link geometry for the specific antenna parameters72
[13]. These paramenters are: the input antenna impedance, the current distribution on the antenna structure,73
the electric and magnetic fields, the power density on the location of the Rx antenna in space over ground, as74
well the gain radiation pattern in dBi in the far field. From the electric and magnetic field relation the wave75
impedance Z w is determined at a specific location in space. Also from the radiation pattern the antenna gain76
in the far field for any elevation angle is obtained [13]. This procedure is performed easily at any frequency in77
the wanted spectrum.78

Here an example at the frequency of f = 30 [MHz] is shown.79
A radio link has two horizontally polarized half-wave dipole antennas as recommended by the Standard ANSI-80

IEEE C 63-5-2017 [18]. Tx antenna is resonant with a radiation resistance: Using the equation [7] of Standard81
C 63-5-2004, [18]. the result is found to be:AF 50 = 10logf M Hz ? 24.46 + 1/2[E iM + A w ]. AF 50 =82
14.77?24.46+1/2[?4.11+18.70] = ?2.40 [dB/m].83

The result is exactly the same as obtained by the Rx antenna factor AF R50 so it cannot be used for the84
Tx antenna factor AF T 50 because it has a different value. In this case two identical antennas has been used85
and this equation [7] cannot solve the problem. The Federal Communication Commission (F.C.C.) are giving an86
equation to calculate the transmitting or receiving antenna factor if the far field distance is fulfilled (Z w = Z87
oo = 120?) and for R L = 50?. In EMC activities this task is generally not achieved because the distance r or88
the antenna height H R over ground is not large enough. At the frequency of f = 30M Hz this distance it is not89
really achieved to fulfill the intrinsic impedance but quite close to it (Z w = 350.7(?)). However, this equation is90
calculated by the radio link obtained results, thus:AF 50F CC = 20log f M Hz ? 29.78 ? 10log g R [dB/m] AF91
R50F CC = 29.54 ? 29.78 ? 1.85 = -2.09 [dB/m] AF T 50F CC = 29.54 ? 29.78 ? 2.08 = -2.32 [dB/m]92

The small difference in the Tx and Rx antenna factors are due to the Z w ? = Z oo . In order to check93
the performed procedure, the power budget obtained by the Friis Equation [1], valid also over perfect ground, is94
checked. The results are presented for the frequency of f= 30 MHz. They also are fulfilling the Friis Equation95
at any frequency in the spectrum of 30 to 1000 MHz as were checked accordingly. Verification of the radio link96
behaviour is performed by the power budget of the Friis Equation [1] and the Power Reciprocity Principle by97
Schelkunoff and Friis [3], [17], thus: Friis Equation for f= 30 MHz calculation Power Reciprocity Principle for f=98
30 MHz according to Schelkunoff and Friis is also perfectly well fulfilled, or:G T + G R = A w ? A F S [dB]. G99
T + G R = 2.A eT g T = 12.81 1.61 = 7.96(4)A eR g R = 12.17 1.53 = 7.96(5)100

Using the same procedure for all the frequencies in the spectrum from 30 MHz to 1000 MHz the results are101
presented in table I and table II. Only some frequencies are presented in these tables.102

Calculation of several frequencies for the radio link of H T = 2[m] and r = 10[m] along the spectrum from 30103
to 1000 MHz are presented in Figure ??, Figure ?? and Figure 4.104

The transmission loss or site attenuation A w results are located on a straight line as plotted for the logaritmic105
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of frequency. A deviation is shown in the lower part of the spectrum where the transmitting antenna (Tx) height106
(H T ) do not permit to get its maximum radiation between antennas in the radio link. This effect can be avoided107
increasing the Tx antenna height. At the same time, the perfect far field is really not achieved and for this reason108
the Rx antenna gain is not exactly 2.15 dBi. However, the conditions of far field are quite close if the maximum109
radiation is fulfilled. The wave impedance are presented in the table II permitting to know its value. Perfect far110
field corresponds when the wave impedance is exactly the space intrinsic impedance orZ w = Z oo = 120? ? =111
377[?].112

The plot of the antenna factors have a difference close to 6 dB when the Tx antenna can develop the maximum113
radiation. The normalized site attenuation (NSA) is also located on a straight line as plotted for the logaritmic114
of frequency. This is very important to take it into account.115

If the radio link distance r between antennas is increased it is important to determine its results because as116
distance is increased the Tx antenna elevation angle decreases and the far field conditions are obtained at a larger117
distance.118

Here a calculation can be seen for the Tx antenna height At the same time, all the results for several frequencies119
in the radio link of H T = 4[m] and r = 30[m] along the spectrum from 30 to 1000 MHz are presented in Figure120
??, Figure ?? and Figure 7. Here, also, the site attenuation must be on a straight line but at lower frequencies it121
has a deviation if the Tx antenna height is not at the proper height H T . This effect is avoided if the Tx antenna122
is at larger heights as shown here in Figure ??.123

An additional calculation is performed for a radio link with a distance r = 10 Far field do only depends on124
distance r like in free space. Over a ground plane a radio link has a far field strongly dependent of the radiating125
elevation angle ? L from the Tx antenna. For this reason in Figure 11, Figure 12 and Figure 13 Measurement126
value minimum as shown in Figure 14. This effect is also visible on the Rx antenna gain G R in Figure 15.127
However, no effect in the Rx antenna factor AF R50 is shown in Figure 16. In this case the Rx antenna factor128
is independent of the distance r like the effective length L eR . This constant antenna factor do not occur for129
the Tx antenna because it is strongly dependent on the Tx antenna gain (G T ) according to the Rx antenna130
height (H R ). In the Tx antenna radiation pattern the minimum between lobes in the far field distance r’ is131
obtained at more than 100 wavelengths. For this reason far field Rx antenna gain (G R ) and effective area (A132
eR ) values are practically very difficult to be achieved. These parameters are shown here to be really dependent133
Measurement needs an antenna range in order to verify the antenna parameters. To determine antenna gains134
the antenna range needs a proper site to fulfill the far field distance. This task is difficult to achieve at the lower135
frequencies between 30 and 100 MHz because the wave impedance must achieve a value very close or exactly Z136
w = Z oo = 120? ? = 377?. It was determined here that this value depends not only of the distance r but also137
by the elevation angle ? L of the Tx radiation pattern. Year 2021 ersion I of the far field condition or when the138
wave impedance isZ w = Z oo = 120? (?).139

This task was practically achieved very closely with an anechoic chamber of INTI, Buenos Aires, Argentina.140
This chamber was used in order to verify the antenna factor of a Rohde und Schwarz precision half-wave dipole141
antennas model HZ-12 [19]. The useful range of these antennas is between 30 and 300 MHz and recommended142
for horizontal polarization [18]. I R = W R R L 1/2 = 5.36E ? 3 [A](6)143

Rx antenna load voltage V R results in:V R = (W R R L ) 1/2 = 3.91E ? 1 [A](7)144
Induced Voltage on the Rx antenna V i results in:V i = 2 V R = 7.82E ? 1 [V ]145
Rx antenna effective length:L eR = ? ? = 6.37 m](8)146
Incoming electric field E i results in:E i = V i L eR = 1.23 [V /m](9)147
Incoming power density P i results in:P i = E 2 i Z oo = 4.002E ? 3 [W/m 2 ] (10)148
Rx antenna effective area A eR results in:A eR = W R P i = 5.23E ? 1 [m 2 ] (11)149
Rx antenna numerical gain g R :g R = 4? A eR ? 2 = 1.64(12)150
Rx antenna gain G R = 2. ??6 [dBi] Friis equation permits to know the true Tx antenna gain G T , thus:G151

T = K ? G R = 9.47 ? 2.16 = 7.31 [dBi](13)152
Tx antenna numerical gain g T = 5.38.153
Checking the Tx antenna gain at the distance r :g T = 4 ? (r’) 2 P i = 5.38(14)154
Tx antenna gain G T = 7.31 [dBi] was calculated correctly.155
Rx antenna factor aF R73 results in: It can be seen here that the Friis Power Budget is perfectly fulfilled. Tx156

antenna effective area A eT :aF R73 = E i V R = 3.14 [1/m](15A eT = g T ? 2 4 ? = 1.71 [m 2 ] (25)157
Applying the Schelkunoff and Friis Power Reciprocity Principle:A eT g T = 3.18E ? 1 (26) A eR g R = 3.18E158

? 1 (27)159
The Power Reciprocity Principle is also fulfilled. For this measurement it was supposed that the wave160

impedance Z w = Z oo = 120? or at the real far field. Calculation with the same radio link geometry are161
giving a wave impedance Z w = 382 [?]. This value is very close to the real far field for the radiation maximum162
of the Tx antenna at the elevation angle ? L = 15[ ? ], and its result error is negligible. Other possible difference163
could be using the radiation resistance of both antenna as 73 ?. In this case if the mismatch is lower than 1.5164
in VSWR the mismatching losses could produce an error lower than 0.2 dB. In order to make the task more165
complete measurements were performed at several Rx antenna heights and simulated at the same Rx heights.166
These results are compared in table VII, table VIII and table IX. Results are also presented in Figure 17167
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3 CONCLUSIONS

3 Conclusions168

In conclusion it was found to be correct the power gain and antenna factor from Rohde und Schwarz model HZ-12169
antenna manual [19]. Rx antenna factor as well its effective length are parameters not depending on the far field170
of the electromagnetic waves. It was determined that the effective length depends from the current distribution171
on its physical structure but if the current distribution is unknown it can be determined by the relation between172
the induced voltage V i at open circuit on the Rx antenna and the incoming field E i [14]. Simulation and173
measurements are confirming this statement. This relation is valid in near and far field and it produces always174
the same results. Rx antenna factor is also independent of its height over ground and distance because it operates175
practically like in free space. For this reason a half-wave dipole antenna can be adopted as a natural standard176
sensor useful to calibrate any other antenna at any frequency between 30 and 1000 MHz [11]. On the contrary,177
the Tx antenna factor is not constant and depends on its gain over perfect ground considering it is an array of178
two elements [2], [3], [6], the actual antenna and its image. Of course its factor is different as well the gain from179
that of the Rx antenna as was shown in this paper results [8]. Rx antenna gain G R and effective area A eR are180
far field parameters and they acquire the proper value when the wave impedance is Z w = Z oo = 120?. In this181
paper it was clearly obtained the Rx antenna factor AF R50 with exactly the same value in any radio link for182
several distance r and for any Tx antenna height H T using the relation E i /V R . Main Friis equation is useful183
and valid over perfect ground [1], as was perfectly demostated and it gives a perfect power budget between losses184
(A w , A F S ) and gains (G R , G T ). No additional factors are needed, as was published [12], [21], but only185
the true gains (G R , G T ) as was determined here. Also with these results, the reciprocity power principle186
(A eT /g T = A eR /g R ) is fulfilled according to Schelkunoff and Friis [3]. The transmitting antenna is a187
simple devise and it only needs to radiate the EM energy in the surrounding space. Receiving antenna is a more188
complex device because it needs to operate in two roles, the receiving role and the retransmitting or scattering189
role. For this reason, in a radio link with two identical half wave dipole antennas in horizontal polarization, the190
theoretical transmitting antenna gain is G T = 8.15[dBi], the receiving antenna gain is G R = 2.15[dBi] and191
the scattering gain is G s = 5.15 ??dBi]. The effective receiving area A eR is the relation between the power192
received W R and the incoming power density P i . The scattering effective area A es , according to Friis, is the193
product between the isotropic source area and the scattering numerical gain g s . The gain difference between194
the transmitting antenna gain G T and the receiving antenna gain G R is really 6 dB, according to calculations195
and measurements. 1196
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Figure 14: Figure 10 :
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Figure 16: Figure 13 :
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